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A visual tribute to the elegant world of heirloom household fabrics, from the white linen cloth of
ancient Egypt to the rainbow-hued coverlets of today. This lively text introduces heirloom household
fabrics, their use, manufacture, embellishments, and care, as well as the infinite variety of fibers and
materials used. The author explains how they serve as both unusually revealing testaments of the
history of daily life and quintessential examples of the weaverâ€™s craft, often so magnificently
decorated that they rival works of art. The text is supplemented by a rich array of paintings, archival
photographs, vintage advertisements, and original commissioned photography from collections,
private homes, and workshops of the leading contemporary manufacturers. A comprehensive
glossary of technical terms, bibliography, and index complete the book.Â
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This book, written with a forward by the Porthaults (who better to comment on fine linens?), is
wonderful and I highly recommend it, price notwithstanding. This book is translated from the French
and inlcudes: a history of linens, from chintz to damask; a glossary of embroidery stitches and styles
with notations of illustrations throughout the book; and photographs of the finest linens in the world
(including many made by the Porthaults). This book is very large and would make such a lovely gift
for anyone who collects linens or who does fine embroidery.

I love, love, love the feel of fine linen. I was eager to begin reading this book in anticipation of lavish
illustrations of sumptuous linen from decades past. Instead, the book spends a lot of time discussing
the evolution of the fabric itself: from plant, to loom, to bed or plant to table. The author uses prints
of advertising cards, paintings, etc...to illustrate weaving techniques, marketing, etc... of different
types of fabrics since their creation presumptively because no examples exist (not sure?). The
photographs that are included are very nicely done. Would have rather seen more photographs of
textiles/linen than copies of handbills, ads, paintings, and sketches. Contact information for the linen
houses that were discussed and that are still in existence would have also been a plus.

This seductive book is more than an excellent history of fine linen. It is a sensuous and seductively,
elegant book! The author, Francoise de Bonneville give the reader more than a lesson on the
history of textiles. She presents us with some of the most extrodinary examples of bed linens,
tablecloths and napkins. Apart from the excellent section on the social history and care of fine linen,
she presents detailed information about the various types of linens used, fibers, color, and weaves.
The must sumptous commissions were the set of bedsheets created for American Heiress Barbara
Hutton. These pink sheets were made out of silk and trimmed with point de Paris lace, fouteeen
inches wide, Which was made by d'Porthault & Co. Examples of the two major Italian linen firms,
Frette and Pratesi are also well represented. I agree with my fellow reviewer. This is an excellent gift
for a bride; but don't be surprised to learn that men would be just as likely to buy this book as
women. It is worth every Dollar!

This book, translated from the French, is beautifully beguiling in its phrasing. Relates the history and
techniques of the production and embroidery of exquisite linens. Photographs are handsome and
even the dust cover is worth framing. Makes a great reference book as well as entertaining reading.
One of my all time favorites

Linen was once an elegant showing of a family's wealth. This book is filled with the history of linen.
It is throughly documented with detailed indices. Translated from French, the details provided and
pictures are glorious. Turning the pages is a true historical lesson in how linen was created,
embellished, and used during times past. The use of lace and embroidery is stunning. I marvel at
the complexity of the designs and when I sit with my needle and thread under a magnifying glass
and high powered lamp I am in awe of the early needleworkers toiling away without the assistance
of these tools. The book soothes me and transports me to another time. This is one of my favorite

books in my personal library.

..and not only beautiful but very useful as well. I've yet to find another one about linens so well
written and packed with information. I'd like to learn more about fabrics, but the books I've
purchased after this has been pretty disappointing because very little they mentioned is not in this
book.The Book of Fine Linen covers a wide selection of fabrics made of linen, cotton, silk. And
emelishments: weaving, embroidery, print. The author explaines how these fabrics had been used
throughout history and how they evolved.The picures and paintings in the book are very relevant
illustration of the text, but they are also a visual feast to the eye, they are gorgeous. It is a delight
just to flip through the book and it would be great on the coffee table or as a gift.

This high quality hard cover book on glossy paper is such a treasure to be had. In a downward
economy we should be looking again at reviving those linen pieces that got passed down from
grandmÃ¨re (this book is originally being translated from French) or grandmother. It will instill the
passion for fine linens and also does explain about its high quality to those not yet familiar with it.
Fine linens are always worth investing in, as they will last and last. They are certainly more eco
friendly than all the throwaway linen. It adds to the quality of life, to the 'Charme D'Antan' to our
much needed romance in a hectic life.I only can recommend this; also to brides to be. As of
yesterday, I did read at Gracious Style blog [...] about the Top Ten Wedding Gifts, that Quality
sheets ranked # 3 and Fine table linens ranked # 6.There is hope for our future!Mariette's Back to
Basics

This book was recommended in a newspaper article about fine household linens. My husband
cannot resist buying antique table linens, so I thought this would be the bible of linens, of certain
interest to him. He is very impressed with the photographs and the amazing facts about linens over
the ages--George Sands' trousseau containing no colors on napkins except for luncheon napkins,
for instance. The book is a handsome volume with wonderful photos, chock full of information. The
price was a nice savings, too.
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